
 
 
 
 
Dear Bili International Trading Co., Ltd,        January 2010 

 
Our company, Interwrap Inc, Vancouver, BC, Canada came to the conclusion in 2005 that we needed to 

set up a WOFE in China to further diversify our Global footprint of our manufacturing. In order to do this we 
needed a firm or individual living in China that could communicate with us, was confident, experienced and 
accustomed to doing business in China. The firm would need to be trust worthy and well exposed to the 
Chinese norms with key business and government contacts. One of our contacts had done a project in China 
before and mentioned your company.  We visited your website www.bili.biz and downloaded your company 
profile. The web page was very easy to navigate, informative and we were impressed with its professionalism.  
 

We made a trip to China to meet you and your team and you made us feel comfortable from the 
beginning. Next we visited the facilities you worked with and discussed some of your previous projects and 
your breadth of knowledge and key contacts in the China and we became confident you could help us locate 
our new plant. We were also impressed with the government, finance and legal contacts you provided us for 
the project, but most of all your team was very knowledgeable on Chinese customs, has excellent 
relationships with the suppliers and were great with their communication and follow up. 
 

All I can say is Bili made the whole process enjoyable and I am confident we made the right choice for 
our project in China.  After all Building a plant in China is not easy but with Bili leading the way we have had 
a very successful project. 
 
Thank you Bili team, I can’t imagine doing this without you! 
 
Thank you,  

Harj Cheema, DBA, Candidate, P.Eng, CMA 
Interwrap Inc., Vancouver , BC 
Director of Capital Projects 
hcheema@interwrap.com 
604-820-5435 Canadian Office Direct 
604-615-7271 N.A Mobile 
+86-1357-388-2733 China Mobile 
+91-971-403-6996 India Mobile 
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